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I chose the Donner Party because the concept of cannibalism was compelling. I

wanted to learn more about what would drive a human to do that. As I began my

research, I discovered their major troubles which led to the horror of cannibalism was

the theme for NHD: communication issues. The reason they got in their dire situation in

the first place was being given bad advice and not taking good advice. If it weren't for

their mishaps in communication they would have made it to California just fine like the

many other emigrants that year.

To conduct my research I watched a documentary, read books, and visited

websites. I connected with a Donner Party historian named Bill Oudegeest, who

suggested websites and gave me information of his own. In November 2020, an

expedition of extreme athletes started to travel the Forlorn Hope trail that some of the

Donner Party took, with a goal to honor the original members who risked their lives to

try to save the rest of the Donner Party who were trapped. This Forlorn Hope Expedition

had a website and a podcast that I participated in.

I decided to do an exhibit. I planned out ways to make my exhibit look like a

wagon from 1846. I knew a map would be important because the whole point of the

story is their journey, so I got a map that shows elevation so that you can see what

mountains they had to cross. Then I drew their path and put information about all the

important locations. I listed members in the Donner Party, as well as the smaller Forlorn

Hope group.  I used the tribute cards that this year’s Forlorn Hope Expedition carried

with them. Then I found diary entries and direct quotes to show what the members

themselves thought.

My argument is manifest destiny drove a group of emigrants known as the

Donner Party on an infamous journey. The major failing of the Donner Party was lack of

communication, miscommunication from outside individuals, and not accepting good

advice. Their 1846 migration to California led to future emigrants not taking the

dangerous Hastings cutoff and saving lives.



This topic is important in history because it shows how grim it can turn out if your

communication is bad and you are too stubborn to take good advice. This also shows

how much humans can endure if their lives are on the line. The only reason the

Donners were cannibals in the first place was so they didn’t all die of starvation. The

short-term impact of taking the Hastings Cutoff and surviving to tell the story led to no

more emigrants taking that path and dying on it. The book Hastings wrote was ignored

by future emigrants, and better communication among following emigrants in later years

prevented more tragedies.  Everyone after 1846 had heard of the Donner Party and

knew it was a race to get over the Sierra Nevada Mountains before winter.
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